
1.  This wall bed mechanism is of damper which changes lifting strength
according to different opening angles. The bed can be easily pulled open
to 30 degrees just at the beginning of opening. As wall bed opens down,
forces of gravity and damping increase, which makes the wall bed go down
steadily and can even stop at whatever positions. Conversely, the wall bed
mechanism has the same function when closes.

2.  The wall bed mechanism is of a safety lock which locks automatically when
bed completely closes.

3. Open the bed: pressing the lock hole on the bed panel can pop out the bed
handle. Rotating downward and pulling outward the handle can open wall
bed.

4.  The wall bed mechanism includes metal bedstead (bed frame) for the
mattress.

5.  The mechanism is of automatic legs, which avoids opening the legs by
hand.

6. No guide bar is required.

Features:

Pneumatic End Mount Style (Vertical)
Wall Bed (Murphy bed) 
Hardware Mechanism
MI-TK560

Hidden Murphy Wall Bed Series (Soft opening down)

Item No.

Size Inside Bed Cabinet

Mattress Size

MI-TK560-1

986x2198x309mm

900x2000x160mm

1286x2198x309mm

1200x2000x160mm

1586x2198x309mm

1500x2000x160mm

MI-TK560-2 MI-TK560-3

Parameter details:

Parameter details:

1.  This wall bed mechanism is of damper which changes lifting strength
according to different opening angles. The bed can be easily pulled open
to 30 degrees just at the beginning of opening. As wall bed opens down,
forces of gravity and damping increase, which makes the wall bed go down 
steadily and can even stop at whatever positions. Conversely, the wall bed 
mechanism has the same function when it closes.

2. The wall bed mechanism is of a safety lock which locks automatically when 
bed completely closes.

3. Open the bed: pressing the lock hole on the bed panel can pop out the bed
handle. Rotating downward and pulling outward the handle can open wall
bed.

4.  The wall bed mechanism includes metal bedstead (bed frame) for the
mattress.

5.  The mechanism is of automatic legs, which avoids opening the legs by
hand.

6. The hidden wall bed is in particulars suitable for small room, which is
space-saving.

7. No. guide bar is required.

Features:

Pneumatic Side Mount Style (Horizontal) (Soft opening down function)
Wall Bed (Murphy bed) 
Mechanism
MI-TK669

MI-TK 669-1

2086x1093x309mm

900x2000x160mm

2086x1393x309mm

1200x2000x160mm

2086x1693x309mm

1500x2000x160mm

MI-TK 669-2 MI-TK 669-3Item No.

Size Inside Bed Cabinet

Mattress Size


